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Let me begin this work with apologies. Sociology dos not mean

for me an abstrhet science, but is a tool of conscious social action.

Therefore the bulb of my work is usually focussed on the problems in

Hungary., Thus I might not be the best person for starting this discussion

.where the problems of any one country have to be replaced by more ge-
0

rival issues. But, 'after all, it is not of prime importance who starts
*ow-wa,b.41.4

the la,11
-.

.,....,-

However, and,that is a second problem, the general issues will
3

not be of a' truly universal character, Tloey arc ,related to the sCheol-
.""'

.4,', C"? system of highly industrialized European and North-Amdrican countries.
N % a

Thus, although the main title is "The functions of the school-system",
, -

41 Vr*Ig the specific diffiCuIties'of the thirld world are left aside Their analysis

N1
wouldrequire a different analytical frame and special competence.

,
(A)

CO Also, I do net speak about social.ist countries. Tlicse Countries -certainly .

have some special diffiCulties and achieved somc important special. , .
. .

results. The main difference between them and thmapitalist countries aA

.
6 .

lies, from thiO peAective, in the disappearance of the vested interests

Connected with the 'Ovate property of capital -'a fact that favours intended'

social change in general, an4 the simultaneous change of.sdhool arid-

. 'Society in particulpy. Nonetheless, the main problems dealt with Aci:e
,

Introductory paper for Round Table r0 /Functions of
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stern partly from the past of the actual school-System and partly from

the actual structure of the social divisiOn of labour. Discussing them .

on the basis of the experience of advanced capitalist countries maylie

therefOre relevant - even if hi a modified way - for both types of

countries,

More explicitly, I propose to discuss insomekletail the well- -

known dilemmas of the present-day school-system, those cdmieeted

with egalitarian ideology an selective outcome, with mass-education

and inherent social inequalities, with the striving for more "general

education" and the needs of the labour market. Tfley are systematized

by means of an analytical frame that connects the actual difficulties with,

on the one hand, the socially determined past history of the school, and

on the other with th6 whole system of actual social relatiOns.,Altheugh

my formulations are in the affirmative, it has to be clear that the whole. . .

discussion is hypothetical and open to doubti,.. froi le selection of.the

issues, to the proposed analyti6.1 frame. '

2. The historical antecedents of actual tensions .

E yen if'sehool has a long history, it is not uninterrupted. rfhe

actual dual network goes back portly to the early middle -ages, partly

to the.dawn of: capitalism. The forrher evolution led to something that

might be termed the "clit-system", that Was built up by beginning with

he tqp, and whose main institution is the university. The constrection

Of the second network is related to, the rise of capitalism, and is

characterized by a/different process of development. It was gel; in by

the bottom, and was meant to be a ''popular system". 1) 4
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At least three factors' contributed to the creation of the second
ep

network at the time of its formation, roughly at the end of the.] tab '

century. One of them was the htimanistic perspective' cohncoted with

theEnlightenment, that held cultural values in speci4 esteem and

wanted to make them available'to the biggest. number possible. Another

factor was that the new class differences, based on new objective

conditions, required, in order to be made acceptable, a nev. ideology

and new methods of transmitting it. The third, probably the most

important factor was connected with the effective requirements of

production : the new techniques that had to be applied inthe division of

labour could be acquired less and less as part of the normal socialization

process within the family, ,kecause of fwo interconnected reasons : quick

technical change and a high rate of occupational (even if not necessarily-social) mobility.

'
:The.three factors mentioned mean three different aims or functions.

They are so radically different in contents that they -could have produced

three piacticalV7 Independent institutions This would have Leen all the

more understandabke because the three a1 ove aims arc not really

complerrntary, but might.clash. (liniverSal "cultural uplifting" and

ideological subduing are certainly- contradictory.) However, the bulk of

the three' functions0was taken over, at least apparently, but only one

institution; the school,. This is partly explained by historical reasons.

It is well known that it is more easy and more frequent to, fill old

institutions with ne\N;:eontents (i.e. to pour new idine in old bottles),

than tO "invent" entirely new institutions. And although the school of

the middle ages fulfilled much less of the three Above mentioned tasks

than its modern counter-part (the Churell'had aiigger role, vocational
6.

a
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training was given Mainly in the corporations etc.) the model was

given. A continuity of this type.has obviously serious consequences.

Since the rupture with the past can never be complete, the new tasks

'are usually fulfilled only partially, and with more or less bias. This

danger is the more acute, the closer is the counection between the old

and;the new structure of interests, not apparently ox in declarations,
t

but in fact. .Another reason for the unificatIon'ofItlie threefold task is
o.-

that tflis was the best way, to eliminate theconflicts among:the tasks,

ice. to assure that they be carried out so, as not to endanger the
.

prevailing class- and interest structure.

ti

. :.Because oP 7,these conditions, the adaptation of the old frames ' i

to the new aims was only partly successfuil. It SCems_that the ideological
., . ,

funbtion was carried out most perfectly,, not only because of the
,
openly

Ow.. s, t
/ . ....

transmitted con-teaks but also becatise the whole school structure and

its inner mechanisms acted `in this direction. As far as the general
.

cultural uplifting is concerned, instead of being really univeili'sal, this -

cultural transmission became selective ccording to social classes.

Thus, "high-culture" reamincd the mor or less exclusive 'monopoly
1

of the Otherwise privileged classes. (that is the main reason why tlifs

culture appears now exclusively as class-culture.)

However,, It is with the trarismission,of skills that the "situation r
became the most awkward. The conditionS'Of_the.division of labogr-

, N .
required-Skills of different' levels, to be learned in more or Idss time.

4- ,.

This type of training belonged only in'part to the profile of the traditional
e.s.

school-system,,but thepart that beldnged there was high-level skill,
m. 1 i . .
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offered by the universities (51petors, lawyers, professor's of theology).

It was theri)quite natural that the new system incorporated, first this type
o

of training : it had a histort ieal model, and could be taken over easily,

the more so, since the interests of the. ruling class also'pointed in this

direction. And while the skills required by factory work _also increased

and'became more varied, the school- system did not build.Into, its prabtice

this type of training until the mid-tl,ventiethcentury, or sorngtimes.until.

tdday;
0,

r

Thus the three basic aims or functions were alread ,gat v,,ork.at

the beginning of the 19th century. Since, hoWever, they wereenly partially

realized, they came again.to the tore at the next 3rnportant turning point '

of the school+ in the last third of the 19th century, when the State took over,
%v.

the organisation of compulsory schooling. But the situation did not change

fundamentally even then. Subsequent social and technical changes rendered

more acute and brought sometimes to the open the Conflicts that always

existed but remained hidden.

O

4

The end-product is the actual situation that we use to describe.

as the crisis of the school-system. The gravity of the situation mobilized

. a great number of educational experts who produccd,analytical descriptions,
;4-

critical:studies and various proposals. As.a result, a number of real .

Changes and reforms were introduced so that it is no exaggeration to Sti.y

that the school changed more in the last 1Q to-15 years than during the
.

previous 50 years. The impact of the reforms, is, hopeirer, less than

expeCted, and the-problerAs remcan E.:.t least as acute as they ever were.

This leads to disappointment and disillusion. That is why it might prove

t

....,

, r
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useful to continue here the debate about the failure of the reforms' and

of the potential social vale of some of the,new projects.

D.

O

.( 3. The first disillusion : School ld not redeem society

e..-

For many, school meant not only the tool ofuniversal cultural .

o

uplifting, but a so, ecause o t e means of ameliorating society.

A great number of reformers also understood that it is not enough to create

more and better schoolas,, but schools that could contribute to solve social*
,

problems thatuere not created by school themselves, It was realizettliat

the. crux of the :natter was the unequal distance of thq hool from children

of various social and cultural backgrounds, who, becadie of this, were

more or less successful in schoOl and were, therefore, More or less

6.

able to respond to the endeavour's of cultural uplifting. riince stemmed

the projects that, by means of dirferent compensd.l.ory or licadstart-type

programs tried to bring the child closer to the chool.. Somewhat later

it was also realized that the original distance `could be diminished more

4.

.. ..
effectively and in a more democ(dratie way if the school tried to get closer,
,- D

o

to the child, via new pedagogic methods, The third main type of reforms

aimed at weakening the sehool-rnechanisms that served to reinforce the.r., I .,
s

original disadvantages. I include here e.g. the replacement of the openly

selective school - structure by comprehensive schools and unstrealnecl,

homogeneous classes,

tl

"A, tremendous amount of effort/ gbodwill, time and money were

absorbed in these projects, which remained sometimes in the 'experimental

stage, and were introduced other times as nationwilloreform-programS
).,

00007
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Undeniably, there are results that justify, at least partially, the efforts.

After 'all, if the number of nice and wellequipped schools multiply,

that is already an advantage, even if.the inner mechanisms do not really

change.

Nevertheless, social researchers and educators sooner or later

becanie disappointed with. the reforms. It turfAeel out t4ttt the results
L.

obtained in early compensatory or heaeistart programs get lost during

subsequent school years. rtc«w methods aiming at bringing the school

nearer,ho the child are Practically,impossible to bey introduced every-
s.

where because of the lack of pedagogic and preliminary socral conditions.

As far as comprehensive'strategics are concerned, the new structures

find more than one way-to reintroduce in disguised forms the praptice

of selectivity.

4

. The major problem is, however; that even the bogie aim seems

to be in danger. The adherents of "cultdral uplifting" hoped that with

-*better education they could form people who were not 'only more cultured,

more,knowledgeabks' bttt also better prepared to lead a social life rich
gin human contents o understand.society itself. It is 12r1/41to measure to

what extent these hopes were realized. Vut it seems thg sin the most
,

advanced. countries there did not occur a Teadical change in the ".quality

of life" in thb oboye sense. I don't want.to minimize the imi)ortance qf
4 ^

huge "civilizatory" gains characterizing this perjod. Bul the prophets,

of school and education- were not striving only for thcm, but for a more
I

far-reaching transformation of man and society.

00006
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The failure' is, Olsen; dual : school did not succeed in building up

a better society in general,; and could not radically diminish socall '

inequalities that, though not generated by school looked as if they could

be reduced by it, The disenchantment that .followed could entail several

different reactions.
A

dike possible reaction is, in any case, a disenchantment With

social reforms cn_g-eneral. The logic is clear :,if all the effotth put into

the school-syqtem up to now remained, for a large part, ineffective,

then it does not make sense to persist in purposeful social reform at all,

This is all the more so because the otherihstittitions to be reformed

are even less promising than the school since they have even less

opportunity to exert an impact On practically everybody, fgr a long time,

in a compulsory way. 'his disenchantment may _moan simply a pessimistic

outlook, or may lead to a ri:kore.conservative, functionalist covvictiOne

According to this, if society, rejects all those reforms, it is becauSc.the 1

Feforms arc not really necessary of functional,. A radical intervention

may, at most, .spoil the natural equilibriumomposeci, as it were, of a

system of advaptages and disadvantages, of dIfferences and inequalities,

too,
r .

A not

reformS

:

et possible outcome is aair:the school., It school-
. "

is because schdof is undBle .to;chatige, at least in a

The conehision is that Seheol is superfluous andfunddinental.wayi,

harmful instittOo . If its bureaucratic org-anization and spirit' has any
-

impact a all on the child, tin is mainly noiatiVe. Instead of developing

,,clorr+ciy, 7 t'," +' '12ITIr*- '-Arrrl

a
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creative personalities, it kills independence and originality and leads

-towards "intellectual suicide". Thuk compulsory schooling has to be
4

abolished, The most prominent spvcesman of.this

completes his devastatin criticism by proposinea new form-of learning,

based on a"voluntary, self-selecterd, persena relAtion between teacher

and taught.' ,

1 '

4D.

There is no doubt OA the major p"art of Illitch's criticisms are ,

well4founded and I suspect tha 1 us plpularity is due more to that thtin
. -

1

to h14 propositions. As far as these are concerned, evenif I cannot

'analyze them here in detail, let ile mention one or two aspects that are
4;

open to social or sociological doubts. The main problem (for Itie at least)

is, what happens in this system with social deterministbs ? Actually .

-they operate with full strength.
.
_To be sure, these 61, despite all the

i!'effort; helps, only some to break' through, barriers created by birth. ...

(Tliat ib how the major part df individual mobility actually occurs. ),We

have td;realize,however, that the system orIllieh is even lees, helpful
,:,, . ._

in weakening social.determinisms; In fact, in his system they operate,

if possjible, Mere freely than now. He who wants to learn, who knows .,,,
,

what hel-wants and knows how and where to find the Joo/s to approach
...-

, '1, .
his aim; will be able to learn in a freer and more rational ivay,tban'

today03ut whar happens with the others ? How will_they ticquirc they _,,Ill
A . o .

'minima amount' of information that is necessary for everyday life ?
t.

. . .. .
.. ,,,,And if Someone has no personal model whatsoever and happens - mit to

. .
be a genius,.-how. will lip know whatIs there to be wanted ? A society

1, r
of tea hint and learning is a beautiful_utopia. But, it society is dominated

°

by the logic. of the market anal the fragmentation of work, if, because

0

o
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of this, it is characterized by group- and class differences, by systems
,

of privileges and disprivileges, then the utopia rather unrealistic. .

Andiif society was rid of all these, evils; then ifs school might be diffezlent:

too,

In fact, that is the third possible reaction to the failures of

school reforms, i.e. that the reasons are to be lnolted for not in the

school, but in society. Just at the results of fieadstart are annihilated.

by subsequent traditional schooling, so are the irsults ofsecondary

school reforms lost when children enter adult life.

To sum up school cannot transform society. Advanced,

hierarchically organized division of labour, manual and non- thanual;

simple and Oomplex, Neod" anftbad" work, .superior-and inferior,'

positions, are separated band even opposed to each other, not to spqak G

about the basiceopposition between the.propertied and the propertyless. .

r
, ,- . .

4

his organization presupposes and enforces the unequal dthribution of
_V

knowledge,, not On/3, (Akins and professioinal knowledge, but
we k

-__
typesqc

,
., ..

,:.

of knowledge that can, help to nlake life more full and mora-in-e7aningft.il.
-.)

The given disision'of labour explains even that, 'since it orgatabs"nol '
. .. $

only the Work, but also 'the whole life-situation, the way of life, 'the 4,

social praxis of people. If forms and contents 61.1.11e- life outside work

would be similar with everybody, or if they'viere 'differentiated at -rancfm,

independently of the class position and the place within the di\'71.sion of '

libour, then why should individuals accept that their work task's arc .
_ , ,

diferring so fundamentally, in working Conditions as well as in content,

adtonomy, rewards ? The more equal distribution of knewledgy about

social interconnections would seriously endanger the acceptance-of,
i

I
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and the identification with, the status quo. Jules des-cribcs

N,

,convinCingly the dangers of more kn'ewleOge. "... our'ehildren.get the

.50

114 :51.t

.0*

.

best education compatible with a society that requires a high-ldvel of

stupidity in order to exist as it is. A Moment's reflection will conVince_ .
anyone that this is true, ,For example, television had'a truly well

.

educated audience and the, newspapers and magatins well eduCated

readers,ae economy would collapse been,uste, since nobody would; then..).
be impressed by the advertising, they would not lAuy tir They fltight even

P

begin to question the need for a standard of living that has' spreafr.1 wall to ,

i
_wall carpeting from here to'California and giveri,I5Wibns more spaceand

more mobik than they can intelligently vse In-the light of these' terrifying
. .

-

0

Q. ,

possibilities the thought of an education depth and sharpness for every

bo can only make a thoughtful person anxious, because an education for

stupidity is the only ohc we can afford right
w

/ -
"I hope It is understoonhat no 'criticism is,intendecl,of soeib.hy

t ..
.

necessary education for stupidity. Having becrian educator much of my
_ .

. /
_ .

life, .1 understand that every eivilizatiah necU.4o introduce a_ rEasenahl.
.

-, , -

amount of respectable intellectual sabotage .into its educational systerri',, .
i ,1 1 - ...

lest the young get out of hand and ,challenge or scorn tradition and acveptcd :,.
, . .

'egnonsof truth; Too much striving by irkelleectual'Sarnsons will only. bring ,
_,-

the temple down; it sarely,can do not lastitieharm to cut their hair a VCC / '
,y ,fir'

"9
.

bit : a crowd of crew-curs and flat4ops looks so rnt(ch ne-ater than am9.1) /
O II rf

, 1

of long hairs. For a college teacher there is a certainlo ikot and 40P- 0

r , aP

tranquillity in dealing with students who have been tfainced in elemeAry,
., a 4*. 2) s'''. .

and ,secondary 'school not to cmbarras him by .a,plcing bnpertine question Fs,
°,'-. 0.-- o I

, :.

. .

0 '4

v

j, . .

There is even' moietto it : learni ng..in-sehrl is u if ful-onlywdnasmucal2.i
. . ,

...
I . . .,

as one is aple to use in some way in."real life" he was taught in school.
i

6 , . . 4 - . t°'
.
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°A child deprived of this hope considers school requirements as irrel,c;fant,

ie uninteresting and superfluous. Social practice:, on its itirn cannot

allow the use of much more, and more equally distributed, knowledge,

This means that even if school attains some more success, the/majority

5f-this result is lost later on.
If

All this 'does not mean that the school reforro_s mentioned ut) tp

now would not have' any sense, even beSides the fact of having more and

nicer schools. But it is probably true that the $ochil 1:arriers of the

reforms tneeded to be taken into account early during,their elaboration.

And perhaps it is also True that the creation of social conditions alloWing

fli6 utilization of more knowledge would be as important as t creation

of better schools,.

4,- The second disillusion : sehool"proclacts and the structure of skills

cannotfully be brought into harmony

'
.. -

Technical-and scientific developinent require always more-islcill

and professional knowledge. Those who de-11ot fight for the school with

the motto of cultural uplifting &c the arguihent of the necessity of more

This argument comprises_ the necessity of Selection according to

.ability and merit. I,n fit, the ,different tasks deniatrd different abilities

-and different,levets of itnowledge that are more or less easily acquired.

The selection of those who. are able to learn more can be accomp)shed

with objectiv,ity and thoroughness during-elementary and seconda,
.

schooling. Itmight also be added thatesince better ability,ancl kti,cr

-""'"r J ,, ,
00013
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training (the equivalent of more knowledge) assure a better social

position, it is clear that, selection according to ability is an imprtant.,

means of individual social mobility.

These tasks, i.e. selection, proniotion, eta.., were on the whole

carried out successfully by the school. Even if one might question the

success of general cultural uplifting, and might doubt that human life

was enriched, technical developmentis an undeniable fact. Implicitly
.

this means that there w enough skill to assure this process, which

again points to the success of the selection. Also, the rates-of individual

mobility are usually acceptably high. Despite all that the whole process

presents problems.

- To begin with, one might ask, how far is it real and how far

is it apparent that it is the school that dispenses the skills; The sittation

is quite <ambiguous a school was rather selective in accepting the tasks --

of vocational training, I already mentioned that the School of the middle

ages grew kom the bottom to the top, while the reverse hold true for

the modern school system. However, as far as vocational training is

. concerned, the modern seh ol system followed also the historical logic,

of the elitist system. University level professional training was ensured

from the very beginning-. The profile of the university of the middle ages

absorbed very quickly the' subject-matters-of the mor ern professions

needed in the organization and management of modern production and

p.dministration (engineers, economists, scientists etc.). School-
.

institutions that prepare for "Middle-range" white-collarijol,s (technicians,

.nurses).ere created later, spreaclonore slowly andthey usually do not

transmit every element of the job, Aftor-school, on-the-job training

00014
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retained considerable importance. It .is, however, school-type vocational

training for manual jobs that is the latest development, still, incompletely

solved in a number of countries: What usually happens here is that, the

credential of the skilled worked is tied to a compulsory longer cycle of

the traditional elementary school. The school, however, does not teach

the shill, but more traditional subjects (such as language, history,,

literature), enriched with some theoretical aspects of the sid.11. Still,

thislast subject is not always really knd substantially related to vo-

cational prabtice;The practice is learned, On the other hand, rot in

normal:chool-Conditions, but in real factiori es. This training is, then,

submitted, to the interests of the production, and the trainees, usually

teenagers, form an integral parr of the world of work of adults. School

and factory, theory and- 'practice, aye or a large part cutoff from each

other,. but their importance is not equal. For the future manual worker,
.

it is mostly the practical training in the factory that is relevant for hiS

future job and life. 4

Thus, it is only high-level prolessional training that bebamc an

organic part of school-type education. One of the main reasons might

be that P. model' was elaborated ror that since the middle-ages, showing

how it Is possible to couple selection according to abdirity and social

factors for ,the positions offering privileges,

In e c,f the other jobs, school-type 'teaching of the skill

remai>tied more or less'illusory. It is not so much the skill tha was

transformed into a sehoql-subject, as the traditional sutjet-rnattcrs

were transformed into social prerequisites of the vocational crcdential

Such a prolongation of the educational process certainly meets the

NO
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1 possibly for life. In other.words, the division and the differentiation-of
1 ,
1

_
ork mean, at the same time, the division and differentiation of the

- 15-

:
humanistic demandsdemands ("radre culture for everybody),- and was therefore

readily approved in these circles. Nonetheless, because of the iri'eldvanee

(under'the given conditions) of what is taught in the school, prolonged

schooling became mpre an obstacle than an aid in acquiring a vocational
-47

credential. School took. over the formal and institutional aspects of
....-z.,

vocational tr wh' it became important to bar the road before ati
, , 1 ,

least sonIpeople N uld acquire the skill, perhaps better, outside

the schbol.

This means that social selectivity is not the monopoly of higher"

education, but - though in a cliffeunt way vocational training is also

characterized by it. It is then, a feature of the whole system whereby

it ensures - as Esthblet and Baudelot 3) point it out - not only the

transmission of the individual's social position by limiting social mobility,
.1

but alsci the undisturbed reprodletion of the class - structure and the
I

.
structure of the social division of 1.abour. '

t That is where we arrive to the second major problem of vocational

and profeqpional training, i.e.:to the distribution of the slcills required

by the productive system. Different types of distribution are conceivable

even if we know that abilities are "tiot equal, and that for a long time we

might need ulikilled work. However, the most economic solution and,
:a

the one most in harmony with the given structure - is a distribution winch

is not continuous but diorete (i.e. there arc gaps between the levels),

and wherc the positions bannot be changed continuously but are stabilized,

likistoo.
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That vhy the special manpower training programs, whereby

propOnent i ry to reduce insecurity, unemployment and inequalities that

ensuC re not really suceessfull, either. As recent studies suggest

ert Lekachman reviews nwo such studies in the 11 May 1974 issue

Jr Nation), "manpower developisent efforts have placed few. people-

n jcibs for which they are qualified by their new training: ... (l owever),

Congress and Presidenti continue generous, funding for such proje6ts.

Aft ,i all, job training reinforces the work ethic, holds out the hiretof

'removing people from welfare rolls and adding them to payrolls, and

doeS in the ehd create some' jobs - most of them for the trainers rather

than the traineesa." (p. 5M) Reasons are not mentioned ttkefi, but it is,
plausible that they:are to be lobked for in the Social organfzatfon of

work. The labour, market is not able to absorb (again, under the present
A %

conditions) everybody who has some skill, and needs also people to accept

and- erform the "bad" jobs. Therefore it will find out the way to reject

the skilled workers on some, more or less well-founded pretext

qualiking the special programs as inferior to traditional training).

Those rejected will accept the judgement all-the more easily because they

arei used to defencelessness, to situations where unknown powers decide

h

Part

ftS.g

their 4)fate. And the programs in question will probably not teach them

how to overcome this situation. Perhaps Paulo Freire' s pedagou could

(there1.iere, but its inclusion,in the program might not, be a realistic

hope,k

Despite incorriplete success, these endeavours are radical in

outlook because they question the organizational principles of the system,

4nd iht' exert some pressure in favattr of breaking away from the,
.4;

complete overlap of the division of ivorlc ana that of worker's,
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There is also another stream, more open to doubts. It is 'opposed

not to the actual organization of work but to the process of selebtion,

going as far as to fofget that there might 'be 4 connectIonketwcen
and the work done. I am referring to a rather recentfcatttrc of somo
American universities. They accept the social pressure towards the
limitation of the number of students, which means that they cannot accept

every candidate. But they apply a new method of selection, the selection'
at random. Ais solution seems to he exceptionally radical, since it

rejects all types of social determinisms, and favouritism under any
4

form. One cirtt.----m-inor weaknesses is to forgot that those who apply
. .-4

to a University are already- selected according to,a number of criterta,
so that social deterrninismi cannot be fully avoiddcit Another weak point

is that 'randomness at this level might endanger the quality or work, so
.

that even a badly operating system of selection according fo merit might

be preferable. In fact, even if one believes that abilities and aptitudes
. .

are entirely malleable, the process might hardly begin at the universiti,

level. Since "quality'',will be needed, it willbe assured-(even more

than today) by. universities that cautiously safegikaq,their standards,

And -the degrees of nonLselective universities will be inflated. But the

.major prOblem is elsewhere : this, practice, without knowing it, "play's
the game of the system". It aeeepfs that there is little room on the

top and that the places on the stop are privileged. It only wants to change

the composition of those on thd top so that it bc.independent of social
and ability factors, i. e, entirely undetermined. rear frorn meritocracy
passes. here to anti - meritocracy, tostlic negation of any kind of merit.
or achievement. The ensuing social consequences might 4be rather

awkward. iAlso), paradoxically, this procedure bight legitimate the

unconditional transmission of the social position of the father. In fact,

if plabes on he top might be filled Nithout any regard "to merit, thch

'00018
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why would it be necessary e.g., to follew the old practice and leAitunize

o t with'sonie, more oKless hell- earned university degree ? It is already

"randomized" who is, born where.
r

Just for the sake of clarity lct me add 'that even if, in social

policyl(' I reject the distinction between the ndeserving" and the "non-
,

-- deserving" poor, it does not mean that I would qualify every effort And

acNievement as senseless or useless. And even if I do not beleive that

merit and achievement have always to he paid fort or have to be

rewarded by invidious distiattions, some recognition seems t9 be

necessary. (An entirely different valliie problem that cannot be treated

here is what should be 'considered as merit or achievement -under

...different social circumstances.)

The distribution of sldlls- shows at the end more or less the same

..pattern as "cultural uplifting" : training in the'school, or _even at special

courses offers only partial solutions because of deelking social reasons.

As long as the division of work and that of the worker coincide, and

unemployment and insecurity are endeinic to the system, the best

vocational training is unable in itscltt5 solve the problems. HoweVer,

these' efforts are certainly not vain since, besides helping to overcome

some individual, temporary difficultica, they might trigger off or render

possible more far-reaching and more universal changes.

The problems .connected with the direct or indirect transmission

a time when society accepted, even in its ideology, the le.gitimacy of

Tire present-day frame arid mechanisms of the school were built up at
of ideological contents might be analyzea in by And large the same way.

h ri
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essential social differences and inequalities, rejecting only some of them,

Egalitarian convictions actually, spreading are certainly opposed to these
.

piactiees, It is, however, an open question whether it is possible, under

< the present conditions, to achiev4e more than superficial reforms,

obscuring rather than solving the contradictions. It is e.g.' doubtful

whether it would be possible to eradicate competition and the handling

of knowledge as private property from the school, while these are basic

aspects in "real" social life. Or again, it is difficult to introdubc into

the school new criteria of evaluation while there is a wide social gap

betweenqn. anual and non-manual work.

, .Questions of this type might be multiplied. But it is time to sum.
up the crucial points,

.

Because of social and historical reasons, school- and educational
--. .

,ss

reforms are lest:sgecessful than expected. Whether 'we try to bring Vic
/ (

child neared' to the culture of the school, or the school nearer to the
,

culture of the child, whether We try to introduce neN'y structures Or new

mechanisms thto the school that do not takc into consideration or are

even opdosed to, prevalent social interrelations, the results remain

incomplete. Society proves to be the stronger : either th ontcnts of-

. the ,reforms are shaped according to the.basic social logic, o the

results are weakencd cost testa, All this means that school-reform

projeCtS must take into account some, usually more or less neglected

factors.'

00020
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aFirst, it would-be impottant ato perf thdreugh preliminary

analysis of the future proects in order to see how realistic they are

under the given mechanismp of the school. The study in appendix e.g.
.

tries to explain how the. historical inheritance of the school. hindered

the strongest eAts towards, a more equal distrjbution of all types of

knowledge.

Second it would, be necessary to think about
i
the- unwanted,

indirect social effects of an reform. Some eximples referred to above

(e.g. the project o,"deschooling" or random"selection at the university
. -

level), warn us that even the seemingly most radical propositions might

lead to pitfalls and might entail consequences that are entirely contrary to
z

the Original-intentions;

41.4 1 t

Third', it wo4ld be of prime importance to have better knowledge

about the inteidonnections between School and social sqUeture. 'Former

experiences shoW that the successes of school7reforms are scarce if

society dOeS not change. But, on the one hand, there are real result's in
.

some cases,- and it would be important to know whaerondered them possible

at all. And, on the other hand, the web of social relations, does not form,

a rigid, immovable set. By means of appropriate strategies, even school

might induce some changes, or else, one might use school as a means for
. .

directly introducing changes. However, this dialectic's is Practically

unknown, and it is th4 aspect 'which is the most- ignored incase of reforin-

'projects,

t

Pn the whole, it would be important td know better -not,of4 the
. .

,

aim's (and, that is:probably the most difficult .,pibblem),- but also what is

possible to accomplish in any given situation, and what are the tools that

would leadms in the direction really sought for'.

7.
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Notes :
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.

r

1) TkliS ProepSS is described in more detail in the pa,per attached as

an\appendik, Trepared for'another meeting of this Congress.

or tuitat,613r, becaus.c of IkcIc of time I was unable to reivork it

so as to incorporate all the releva-nt points in the introductory

report.
a

Julet'Flenry : On Education. Vintage Books, 1972, p...22.

Ch. Baudelot ablet : ecofe capitalists en France,

Maspelo,.1Q71.

.4 That is partly why'soble programs of recycling, i.e. of changing
,

ormodernizing obsolete skills might be more successful: the

whole Social andieconomic experience of the trainees is different.

$-

fi

,- '
, : .

5) See e.g-rr R. Bugger: The Boom-Town Campus. (The Nation;c.,
. #.

. : 0

i3. April, 1974.)
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